DIVISION 7 - THERMAL AND MOISTURE PROTECTION

Section 07600 - Flashing and Sheet Metal

Introduction

Wherever possible, describe flashing systems which use concealed fasteners, clips, and cleats. Where exposed fasteners are unavoidable, specifically describe a fastening system which absolutely prohibits entrance of water, and which will remain watertight for the life of the facility.

Wherever possible, avoid reliance on sealants as the sole means of prohibiting entrance of water.

Use matching materials on renovations of existing buildings which contain copper flashing materials.

Describe all requirements for installation of sheet metal work which is associated with the roofing system and its special warranties in the appropriate roofing section, to maintain single-point responsibility for the roof warranty.

Describe all requirements for sealants in Section 07900.

Specifically detail all conditions on the drawings, including references to specific requirements of the Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractor's National Association (SMACNA) "Architectural Sheet Metal Manual".

Part 1 - General

- Require submittal of shop drawings and details of each condition and joint.

Part 2 - Products

- Specify minimum 24 gauge thickness for galvanized metal, and identify specific heavier gauges where the project requires.
- Specify minimum 16 ounce for copper, and identify specific heavier materials where the project requires.
- Use only minimum 16 ounce copper for masonry through-wall, lintel, or other similar embedded flashings.
- Use only 4 pound lead for roof drain sump pans.
- When necessary, use 4 pound lead for flashings involving compound curves or where sheetmetal can not be adequately formed. This application requires a galvanized sheet metal protective cover.
- Where 2-piece reglets are required, describe the specific shape and substrate conditions, but do not reference proprietary manufacturer's products.
- Do not specify roof jacks or boots which utilize integral neoprene seals.
- Use only galvanized structural steel tube or pipe for downspout sections which are subject to impact and abuse.
- Specify only 50/50 tin/lead solder when applicable.
- Specify only non-corrosive fasteners, same material as metal being fastened, with matching finish on exposed heads. Specify neoprene-backed washers for screw fasteners.

Part 3 - Execution
• Specifically describe requirements for expansion and contraction joints, and for sealing joints in running flashings. Do not rely on generic "provide expansion joints as required" notes.

• Specifically design joints to allow for removal and reinstallation of flashings during re-roofing. Two-piece reglets are preferred.

• Specifically describe requirements for separating dissimilar metals.

End of Section 07600